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Abstract. This industry showcase presents experiences on application
of testar, an open source tool for scriptless testing through graphical
user interface (GUI), to the web applications of Kuveyt Türk Participation Bank in Turkey. Kuveyt Türk Bank uses Selenium and Appium for
regression testing of mobile and internet banking, but the maintenance
cost of the test scripts is increasing day by day. Therefore, scriptless GUI
testing with testar was evaluated. To provide better support for testing
web-based applications, testar was extended with Selenium WebDriver
integration, JavaScript support, and other new features. Results show
that testar detects GUI elements much better after the improvements,
and it was able to find 2 relevant errors that were not identified by existing scripted test cases.
Keywords: Automated GUI testing · Industrial case study
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Problem statement

In traditional scripted test automation, the test cases are defined or generated
prior to the test execution. Scripted GUI testing is widely used at industry,
for example using Selenium[1] to automate the execution of test cases. However,
when the system under testing (SUT) changes during development, the test cases
that traverse through the changed part of the SUT must be manually updated,
resulting high maintenance costs.
In scriptless test automation, the test cases are dynamically generated during
the test execution. Usually scriptless testing involves some level of randomness
in the test generation. Whereas in scripted test automation, the test oracles
are defined as specific test steps, in scriptless testing the test oracles have to be
defined in a more generic way, taking into account that the exact test sequence is
not known prior to execution, and all test oracles are checked after each executed
action. In this paper, we explore the application of a scriptless GUI testing tool
testar to a company of the financial sector by performing a case study following
the guidelines defined in [7].
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Kuveyt Türk Participation Bank Inc is a private financial institution in
Turkey since 1989. It has 414 branch locations across Turkey, and delivers a
wide array of financial products and services to customers.
Kuveyt Türk Bank uses Selenium and Appium for regression testing of mobile and internet banking. These tools require manually defined test scripts to
run relevant test scenarios in the development environment. The maintenance
of scripts must be manually performed for each regression set, provoking high
maintenance costs for the bank. The aim of this case study was to evaluate the
use of scriptless testing and testar tool in order to reduce the maintenance
cost, while increasing test coverage and testing the robustness of systems.
This work has been partially funded by ITEA3 TESTOMAT Project6 , ITEA3
IVVES project7 and EU H2020 DECODER project8 .
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Methodology and Technology

testar9 [8] is an open source tool for scriptless test automation through the
graphical user interface (GUI). Originally, testar was developed for testing
desktop applications by using the accessibility API of the operating system (OS)
for extracting the GUI information [3, 9]. By considering the web browser as a
desktop application, it could be used for testing Web applications too [4, 2, 6, 5].
During the industrial study described in this paper, testar has been extended
with support for using Selenium WebDriver (WD), instead of accessibility API
of the OS, to obtain the state of the GUI.
Before applying testar to the internet banking application, we evaluated
the tool on the public website of Kuveyt Türk Bank10 . The website is more
static than the internet banking applications, and acted as an initial SUT to
evaluate the logic and capabilities of testar tool. The website is available in
multiple languages, but testar was configured to stay on the English part.
When we started with the evaluation, testar was used with the default
Windows accessibility API for extracting GUI information, including widgets,
their locations and other properties. It was quickly noticed that the accessibility
API did not work well with modern Web applications. Without SUT specific
instructions, testar did not recognise all the widgets, recognised available actions on widgets that were not visible or clickable, and continued testing after
clicking links to external websites. Especially web pages that use DIV-elements
or JavaScript to handle user interactions through event listeners were difficult
for testar with the standard accessibility API: browsers do not disclose the
existence (or absence) of these event listeners. Some of these issues could be
solved with SUT-specific instructions in testar protocol class to carry out spe6
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cific actions, but then these instructions were very specific to the website and
would require maintenance if the site was changed.
To address these challenges, testar was extended with various functionalities towards testing of Web pages. The accessibility API was replaced by support
for Selenium WebDriver to get information about Web GUIs. To handle widgets
that use JavaScript event handlers for user interactions, the Javascript functions
to add and remove event handlers were extended dynamically with bookkeeping
functionality, using a Monkey Patching solution.
To restrict testar from testing external Web pages, a SUT-specific protocol
class was extended with:
1. Allow-listed domain URLs that are to be considered part of the SUT, and
2. Block-listed extensions of resources, such as PDFs, that should not be tested.
Out-of-domain actions and URLs were prohibited, so that testar did not select
external links. If it ended up to a domain outside the SUT, a forced action, e.g.
browser ”go back”, was triggered to return back to the SUT. Figure 1 shows the
resulting operation flow of testar.

Fig. 1: TESTAR test cycle
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Results

When evaluating testar with WebDriver, significant improvements were achieved
compared to Windows accessibility API. On the public website of Kuveyt Türk
Bank, testar with accessibility API found 35 correct widgets that could be interacted with, 155 false positives (widgets that actually could not be interacted
with), and missed 14 false negatives (widgets that were not found but could be
interacted with). testar with WebDriver and other web extensions found 54
correct widgets, 5 false positives, and 2 false negatives.
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The case study continued with testing the more complex internet banking
application in the internal development environment of Kuveyt Türk Bank. The
initial configuration of testar included passing the login and PIN code process
and closing some pop-up warning windows. One detected challenge, relevant
for scripted test automation as well, was a unique way to detect specific GUI
elements, as element identifiers were dynamically generated and changing, and
some other attributes were changing based on the selected language of the web
page. Regardless of the challenges, testar was able to find 2 relevant errors
that would have been visible for the end users. The errors were fixed by the
development team. Scriptless GUI testing complements the existing scripted
approaches by covering also the less probable paths through the GUI. However,
defining test oracles is more difficult for scriptless approach.
Summarizing, we discovered that Windows accessibility API does not work
well with Web applications. We extended testar to use Selenium WebDriver
and other Web testing functionalities, and successfully applied it to the industrial
case study of the Kuveyt Türk Bank web services, finding 2 relevant errors from
the internal development version.
In future, we plan to extend testar further with potentially harmful input
generation and adding generic test oracles for web applications, in addition to
detecting HTML error codes.
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